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Abstract
Randomized controlled trials (RCTs) remain the gold standard to evaluate clinical interventions, producing the highest level of evidence while minimizing potential bias. Inadequate recruitment is a commonly encountered problem that
undermines the completion and generalizability of RCTs—and is even more
challenging when enrolling amidst a pandemic. Here, we reflect on our experiences with virtual recruitment of non-hospitalized patients in the United States
for ColCorona, an international, multicenter, randomized, placebo-controlled
coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) drug trial. Recruitment challenges during a pandemic include constraints created by shelter-in-place policies and targeting enrollment according to national and local fluctuations in infection rate.
Presenting a study to potential participants who are sick with COVID-19 and
may be frightened, overwhelmed, or mistrusting of clinical research remains a
challenge. Strategies previously reported to improve recruitment include transparency, patient and site education, financial incentives, and person-to-person
outreach. Active measures taken during ColCorona to optimize United States recruitment involved rapid expansion of sites, adjustment of recruitment scripts, assessing telephone calls versus text messages for initial contact with participants,
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institutional review board-approved financial compensation, creating an infrastructure to systematically identify potentially eligible patients, partnering with
testing sites, appealing to both self-interest and altruism, and large-scale media
efforts with varying degrees of success.

I N T RO DU CT ION
Low enrollment in studies leads to inadequate power, inability to balance unmeasured confounders, and protocol
modifications/deviations that may raise cost with nominal
scientific benefit.1 Recruitment is even more challenging in
pandemic settings. We reflect on our recruitment experience
during ColCorona-US, the United States arm of ColCorona,
a multinational, randomized, placebo-controlled trial sponsored by Montreal Heart Institute (MHI) testing whether
oral colchicine started within 2 days of receiving an outpatient coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) diagnosis could
reduce hospitalization and death.2 A 30-day course of colchicine or placebo was delivered to the participant’s home
and participants were followed by telephone assessment.
ColCorona-US recruitment began in New York city (NYC)
in March 2020, followed quickly by San Francisco. The NYC
(New York University [NYU]) site later assumed responsibility for all US trial activities through a single institutional
review board (IRB) and US Food and Drug Administration
investigational new drug application.

DESIGN OPTIMIZATION OF
AN OUTPATIENT COVID -1 9
RANDOMIZED CONTROLLED TRIAL
The ColCorona trial was pragmatically designed to be
conducted entirely from home. The remote study center
had a 24/7 toll-free hotline for eligibility screening and
provision of informed electronic consent. Regional centers delivered a paper consent to patients without internet
access (reviewed with the study center via telephone) and
delivered the study drug to the participant’s door via no-
contact courier (Supplementary Material S1). Participants
could call the hotline for safety concerns at any time.
Patients may decline participation in clinical trials if enrollment will exclude them from taking established treatments.3 ColCorona permitted use of other therapies (e.g.,
hydroxychloroquine and monoclonal antibodies), but did
not allow enrollment in other outpatient COVID-19 trials.
The number of participants on other outpatient therapies
were small (<1%), equal in both arms, and unlikely to affect study outcome. However, such open strategies need to
be carefully considered and have the potential to confound

the analyses. Because hospital admission met the primary
end point, patients who progressed to hospitalization were
free to enroll in any inpatient trial.
During a pandemic, mid-trial study design adaptations to promote recruitment may be needed as knowledge is gained. Access to testing was an early obstacle.
ColCorona eligibility criteria were, therefore, adjusted
to include both individuals with a positive severe acute
respiratory syndrome-coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) polymerase chain reaction (PCR) test and (outside flu season)
those with no PCR but a clinical diagnosis based on symptoms.4 Although the latter comprised only 7% of the final
study cohort, at least some participants may not have had
COVID-19. Ultimately, ColCorona met its predefined level
of significance explicitly in the prespecified subgroup with
a positive SARS-CoV-2 PCR test.

REC RUITMENT LANDSCAPE IN
THE UNITED STATES
The waxing-waning nature of the pandemic rapidly altered the recruitment landscape. During the initial surge
in the NYC tri-state area, the number of patients eligible for prescreening at NYU numbered in the thousands
monthly. As the region’s infection rate decreased, our initial response was to expand our referral base to include
nearby institutions and practices (Figure 1a), while continuing to provide all regulatory and pharmacy services.
As local case numbers fell further and the epicenter of the
pandemic shifted, we rapidly obtained permission from
MHI and our US funder (National Heart, Lung, and Blood
Institute [NHLBI]) to expand recruitment to other regions.
Thereafter, the challenge was identifying rising
“hotspots,” which constituted a moving target. Institutions
with the highest case numbers were often those whose research infrastructures were less robust and that were unable to rapidly secure the necessary approvals and initiate
infrastructure for outpatient recruitment. Although we
tried to predict the “next areas” of rising case numbers,
institutions we preemptively approached often felt they
lacked enough patients, dampening their enthusiasm to
participate. By the time the crisis inevitably arrived, they
were too clinically overwhelmed to take on the study.
Despite attempts to leverage established trial networks,
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(a)

(b)

F I G U R E 1 (a) Map and activation of local referring partners and regional recruiting sites in the United States. (b) Activation of regional
sites and participant enrollment compared to local infection numbers. The bars represent the number of regional sites with active trial
enrollment. The purple line represents the cumulative total of recruited participants in ColCorona-US, enrolled among all active regional
sites at the time. The blue line represents the number of COVID-19 cases (based on daily rolling averages from the CDC13), among US
counties with an active ColCorona-US recruiting site. CDC, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention; COVID-19, coronavirus disease
2019; CT, Connecticut; NJ, New Jersey; NY, New York; NYC, New York city

use of a single IRB, and maintenance of administrative
and liability burden largely on MHI, this pragmatic trial
design with centralized infrastructure and Canadian/
United States co-sponsorship confused some local teams
and led to delays in onboarding until after their cases had
peaked. We ultimately added 11 local partners and 17 regional US sites with variation in site activation time from
2.5 weeks to 4.5 months (Figure 1).

PARTICIPANT-L EVEL RECRUITMENT
CHALLENGES AND OPTIMIZATION
Financial reimbursement for participation has been
shown to increase enrollment.5 ColCorona’s at-home trial
design minimized participant financial burden. As recruitment numbers declined, ColCorona-US instituted a
modest $50 reimbursement for participation with positive
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effect. The need for reimbursement in the United States
but not in other participating countries raises issues of
culture and participation that warrants further study.
Because nearly all recruitment for ColCorona-US
was conducted remotely, effective telephone/email outreach scripts were essential for successful enrollment.
Our scripts underwent multiple iterations, including
review by a communications specialist (Supplementary
Material S2–S5). Site team members were trained in conversational delivery, and we periodically inserted a recruitment specialist acting as a patient into the call list to
provide performance feedback. Appealing to a person’s
altruistic tendencies by emphasizing the importance of
trial participation as a service to the community may
also enhance enrollment efforts.6,7 Over time, ColCorona
messaging evolved from one of potential personal benefit to one that reflected trial participation to “help defeat
COVID-19.”
Potential participants from vulnerable communities
may distrust research institutions given historical violations of ethical standards.8 With a goal for diversity, equity,
and inclusion in ColCorona-US, we carefully considered
feedback from one of our sites with a largely Hispanic
patient population. Patients at that site implicitly trusted
their own physicians but were hesitant to provide consent
to remote study staff. That site was given an exemption
to assess eligibility and obtain informed consent on site
prior to remote follow-up, which greatly increased their
enrollment numbers. About 40% of US participants in
ColCorona were of Hispanic ethnicity, many from that
site. Although we hoped for similar outcomes in Black
and Indigenous populations, the timeframe of the study
did not allow us to develop and cultivate relationships
with sites with established connections to these communities. There remains a need to financially and logistically
support the building of a network of medical institutions
and practices that serve the underserved and minority
populations so that there may be greater access and representation of diverse populations in research.
A practical obstacle to recruitment lay in potential participants declining an unrecognized telephone number.
We worked with our technology team to ensure all study
team telephone calls were identified on the recipient’s end
as NYU. We also created recruitment material that could
be delivered via text messaging (Supplementary Material
S4). We conducted a substudy during enrollment, in which
potential participants were randomized to be initially contacted via telephone call versus text message with a follow-up call. Although recruitment outcomes did not differ
between the two groups (46% and 45% of patients in the
text and call cohorts declined enrollment, respectively),
the study team’s effort spent on an individual’s recruitment decreased with the incorporation of text messaging.
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Retention is as important as recruitment. We found
that retention of eligible participants from the time of
initial contact to enrollment via MHI’s hotline was most
successful when patients gave permission for MHI to contact them directly, or allowed regional sites to perform a
“warm” hand-off to the hotline using a three-way call application. Simply giving the hotline number to interested
patients and asking them to call the study center was least
successful.
Only about 10% of patients contacted enrolled in
ColCorona-US (Figure 2). Many expressed reluctance to
participate in a study while they were asymptomatic or
had minimal symptoms, not acknowledging that progression to a symptomatic stage might render them ineligible
for outpatient therapy. A smaller cohort declined enrollment for the opposite reason: they felt too ill to take the
time to listen to a study team member explain the trial.
Others felt overwhelmed from managing multiple medical comorbidities, processing either their own diagnoses
or recent loss of a loved one to COVID-19, or being approached for multiple COVID-19 trials, to contemplate
the risks/benefits of enrolling in ColCorona-US.

SITE- L
 EV EL RECRUITMENT
C HALLENGES AND OPTIMIZATIO N
Physicians on a patient’s care team may play an important
role in recruitment. However, with overwhelming clinical demands during surges in infection rates, many of our
potential sites cited lack of physician time to support site
activation and rapidly introduce outpatients to clinical
trial options. Some systems also lacked infrastructure to
systematically identify and contact eligible patients. The
Canadian arm of ColCorona, which enrolled more than
half of the patients in the global trial, utilized a provincial
single-electronic medical record (EMR) system that allowed patients to be identified quickly in the disease process. Unfortunately, such strategies are not feasible in the
United States.
With an “opt-in” approach, patients must actively
indicate in advance their willingness to be contacted
about ongoing trials. ColCorona-US sites with “opt-in”
approaches struggled to find acceptable ways to contact
potential participants who had not previously opted
in. Our NYU site has an established “opt-out” policy,
wherein patients permit outreach to hear about studies unless they have indicated otherwise, allowing us to
contact all potentially eligible outpatients based on the
EMR, probably resulting in higher recruitment rates.9,10
Another high-enrolling ColCorona-US site developed an
efficient model to streamline the recruitment process11;
all patients who were COVID-19-positive were reviewed
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F I G U R E 2 Reasons eligible participants approached from the New York regional site gave in declining enrollment in ColCorona-US.
Contact was attempted of 1710 eligible participants from the New York regional site during the time period of April through June. Initial
contact was unable to be made with 687 patients, whereas 451 were determined to be not eligible based on further review of eligibility
criteria during the screening process. There was a total of 572 eligible patients for which initial contact was successfully made (although 42
of those patients were lost to follow-up before they could be enrolled)

by a multidisciplinary panel twice daily, which allocated
which clinical trial(s) the patients would be approached
for, based on eligibility criteria. These approaches were
particularly valuable in ColCorona, where recruiting patients early in an acute outpatient disease was
mandatory.
Attempts to partner with external diagnostic testing
sites proved bureaucratically challenging, and a costly
partnership with one of the largest private national diagnostic centers in the United States yielded fewer than 2%
of our US enrollees. Other outreach strategies included
low-cost websites, webinars, and geofencing via social
media. ColCorona maintained a central website updated
periodically to include logos of newly activated sites and
multilingual participant testimonials to better connect
with potential participants. Webinars on COVID-19 providing the scientific data that supported equipoise of
outpatient treatment with colchicine were conducted for
local medical personnel/press upon activation of a new
site in their region. Investigators also promoted the study
via posting of IRB-approved material on personal social
media platforms. Larger-scale paid advertisements were
attempted and were both expensive and low-yield. More
effective was snowball sampling, in which active study
participants recruit other participants via word-of-mouth

among personal acquaintances12; in the NYC tri-state
area, 6% of those enrolled were family members of another participant.
Public-private partnerships, when properly aligned,
may add flexibility and effectively support trials with
unique needs; in our case, the Gates Foundation supported
our outreach and publicity opportunities and forwarded
our study results to the World Health Organization for
increased dissemination. Partnership with local and national governments may also help reach a wider recruitment sample and promote trial enrollment. In Canada,
ColCorona’s toll-free hotline number was broadcast as a
news ticker under the daily COVID-19 government news
conference, identifying ColCorona as a trusted partnership. This component was lacking in the United States despite NHLBI funding and investigator efforts to reach out
to local government officials.

CONCLUSIONS
In ColCorona-US, we ultimately reached our target enrollment contribution to the global trial but were unable to achieve diversity in inclusion of Black and Native
populations largely due to our lack of existing ties to an
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established trusted community network. We found that
successful outpatient randomized controlled trial recruitment in the COVID-19 pandemic setting required the
ability to (1) rapidly bring on a large number of collaborating sites; (2) contact a large number of potentially eligible patients; and (3) establish trust between the research
enterprise and the potential participants. Local collaborators needed to leverage institutional and local community
infrastructure to connect patients to the study center and
provide options on methods to obtain informed consent.
Finally, in a geographically and temporally fluctuating
pandemic, it is of paramount importance to be flexible
in trial design and quickly adapt to changing conditions.
Future studies should address best practices for rapidly
effective participant outreach in stressful situations, and
best practices for rapid establishment of multisite research groups. National and governmental institutions
should consider the establishment of flexible, latent trial
networks that can be called rapidly into action in future
pandemics.
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